2022 International Transgender Day of Remembrance
Recognize.

On November 20—Transgender Day of Remembrance—we stop, we remember, and we renew our commitment to protect and value trans lives. Click the image at right to follow Trans Murder Monitoring and, a comprehensive map of of those killed due to trans violence across the globe.
Say their names.

Learn about and remember the lives of trans people killed in the last year with Them's web articles on the victims of transgender violence.

them.us/tags/transgender-violence
With defiance and resilience, Philadelphia performance poets Alysia Harris and Aysha El Shamayleh reflect dual identities of a trans teen in the poem “Hir.”

Click the image at right to listen to the poem “Hir” performed at the 2010 Brave New Voices International Youth Poetry Slam Festival.
In a video produced by The Boston Globe for Transgender Day of Remembrance 2021, Golden—a Black gender nonconforming transfemme photographer, poet, and community organizer—performs the poem “Never Without Wings.” Continue watching for an interview with Golden.
Trans rights are human rights.